Competitions Commission

Terms of reference:

• To deliver all national level indoor competitions and events including sitting volleyball

• To formulate and produce rules and qualification criteria for all national levels of indoor competition including sitting volleyball

• To assist with the preparation of and adherence to budget

• To regularly review competition provision, quality and delivery at all levels in line with demand and the VE Strategic Plan

• To act as a facilitator in the delivery of Volleyball England’s strategic vision by working alongside the national office in ensuring outcomes from the Volleyball England Delivery Plan are met

• To liaise with other commissions to ensure that the competitions and events are delivered in line with resources and other frameworks e.g. Schools & Youth Commission Competitions Framework, Referee Commission NVL Appointments

• Liaise with other commissions to formulate and propose the competition calendar to Board for approval

• To facilitate communications with clubs/teams entered into competitions under the authority of the Competitions Commission

• Coordinate the first level of appeal process through the Competitions Commission President for all indoor competitions

• To annually nominate appropriately skilled members for the Commission to the Board for approval

• To act as ambassadors/representatives of Volleyball England